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Flexural toppling is one of the failure modes of anti-dip rocks, is often triggered by seismic
load, occurs haphazardly under an earthquake scenario, and is characterized by high
speed and extreme energy, leading to catastrophic disaster consequences and huge
losses. However, there is limited literature that reveals its failuremechanisms and describes
the failure surface due to earthquakes. Therefore, based on the limit equilibrium analysis
method, the horizontal pseudo-static load was applied to improve the geological
mechanical model under gravity only, and the stability analysis process was derived.
The failure surface and failure mode of the slope under different seismic loads were
analyzed. The results indicated that, with the increasing seismic load, an increase in the
number of rock layers with sliding failure increased the number of rock layers with cantilever
toppling failure; in contrast, the number of rock layers with overlapping toppling failure
decreased. The slope toe was more prone to sliding and the slope top was more prone to
cantilever toppling under an earthquake, which decreased the stability of the anti-dip
rock slope.
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INTRODUCTION

An anti-dip rock slope (Zuo et al., 2005) is a common geological feature worldwide, existing
not only in mountainous areas, but also along engineered slopes such as highways, railways,
water and hydropower stations, and mining projects. It usually experiences flexural toppling
failure under the action of gravity. The corresponding toppling failure is a typical instability
mode of rock slopes (Hungr et al., 2014). It has better stability than an inclined one, but is
substantially more difficult to identify although the developed 3S technologies and AI
algorithms (Huang, 2007; Huang et al., 2021a; Huang et al., 2021b). Its failure varies from
several surface blocks toppling to large-scale toppling (Huang et al., 2017), and develops from
slowly to extremely rapidly (Bobet, 1999). The failure of this type of rock slope is often
triggered by seismic loads (Keefer, 1984; Keefer, 2002; Huang and Li, 2009; Xu et al., 2009).
Various field investigations have indicated that the failure of anti-dip rock slopes occurs
haphazardly under an earthquake scenario and is characterized by high speed and extreme
energy, leading to catastrophic disaster consequences and huge losses (Xu et al., 2009; Zhao
et al., 2010; Chen and Teng, 2011; Ka et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2013a; Nonomura
and Hasegawa, 2013), arousing widespread concern in society, especially since the 2008
Wenchuan earthquake.
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Goodman and Bray (Goodman and Bray, 1976)
summarized toppling failures of anti-dip rock slopes into
three types: block toppling, flexural toppling, and block-
flexural toppling. The methods used to investigate the
stability of anti-dip rock slopes under seismic loads
include field investigation as mentioned above, analytical
solution, numerical simulation, and physical experiment.

Among them, in particular, shaking table tests, which have
been proven to be an effective approach to study both the
dynamic response and failure process of anti-dip rock slopes,
have been extensive applied, especially with the last 10 years.
Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2020) modeled block toppling by
conducting a series of shaking table tests. Aydan and Amini
(Aydan and Amini, 2009) investigated the effect of seismic loads
on the failure of a single column and rock slopes with the
potential of flexural toppling. Huang et al. (Huang et al.,
2013b) modeled the failure process of the Guantan landslide
induced by the Wenchuan earthquake using a shaking table test.
Fan et al. (Fan et al., 2016) studied the dynamic response and
failure mode of bedding and anti-dip model slopes with weak
interlayers, the dip angle was gentle, 8°. Correspondingly, Li et al.
(Li et al., 2017), as well as Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2021), carried out
large-scale shaking table tests to study the dynamic response of
steep bedding and anti-dip rock slopes, their dip angles were 60°,
65°, and 70°. Furthermore, Yang et al. (2012) and Feng et al.
(2019) performed shaking table tests to investigate the dynamic
response of the anti-dip slope model, considering not only the
strata, but also the structural joints.

Meanwhile, numerical simulations were performed. Yagoda-
Biran and Hatzor (Yagoda-Biran and Hatzor, 2013) proposed a
failure mode diagram and verified it using discontinuous
deformation analysis (DDA) to investigate the effect of
pseudo-seismic loads on block toppling and sliding failure.
Miki et al. (2010) simulated block toppling using the Niigata
Chuetsu earthquake recorded by the coupled DDA-NNM
method. Feng et al. (2019) performed DDA simulations to
investigate block toppling under a sinusoidal wave. Zhang

et al. (2015) conducted universal distinct element code
(UDEC) simulations to study flexural toppling failures under
strong motion records from Wenchuan, Ludian, and Minxian.
Ning et al. (2019) and Liu et al. (2021) studied block-flexural
toppling on anti-dip rock slopes under seismic load using UDEC
and FLAC, respectively, by analyzing the failure mode process
for a prototype slope of the corresponding large shaking
table test.

From the view of theoretical solution, Liu and Chen (2010)
adopted the concept of the transfer coefficient, and derived an
analytical approach for assessing the block toppling failure of rock
slopes due to earthquake, based on Goodman and Bray
(Goodman and Bray, 1976). Guo et al. (2017) also proposed
an analytical solution for the block toppling failure of rock slopes
during an earthquake based on the limit equilibrium method.
Zheng et al. (2014) presented explicit expressions for the
condition that block slenderness is relatively large. Zhang et al.
(2018) deduced the analytic formula of block-flexural topping
failure, and investigated the effect on the failure mode and
stability subjected to seismic loads.

With the implementation of the development strategy of
China’s vast western regions, there have been constructions of
various large-scale infrastructures, and it is urgent to
systematically study the problems of slope geological
disasters under complex environments or extreme
conditions. However, it is not difficult to point out that
quantitative studies on toppling failure under dynamic
loads are seldom reported in the current literature,
compared to those on bedding landslides. Therefore, in this
study, a mechanical model of anti-dip rock slopes was
established with a horizontal pseudo-static load acting to
analyze the slope failure mechanism and explode the failure
surface under different seismic loads. The findings are of great
scientific and engineering significance to prevent the
deformation and instability of rock slopes, formulate
earthquake prevention and disaster reduction plans and
emergency response measures, and safeguard the
construction and operation of major infrastructure.

FIGURE 1 | Geological model of flexural toppling failure (modified from
Chen et al. (2016).

FIGURE 2 | Failure mode zoning of flexural toppling (modified from Chen
et al. (2016).
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ANALYSIS OF THE FLEXURAL TOPPLING
FAILURE UNDER PSEUDO-SEISMIC LOAD

Geological Geometric Model
Chen et al. (2016) developed a geological geometricmodel of flexural
toppling failure of anti-dip rock slopes under gravity (Figures 1, 2).
The limit equilibrium analysis method was used to carry out a
theoretical analysis of the mechanical model of the flexural
toppling failure of anti-dip rock slopes. This study introduced
pseudo-seismic load to it to investigate the flexural toppling failure
under an earthquake scenario. The failure surface was detected using
the analytical method to explore the failure modes.

The intermediate parameters are defined as:

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
βgr � β − βg
βcr � βc − β
θr � θ − β

(1)

Based on the geometric relationship, the slope length is:

L � H

sin βc
(2)

The rock height on the left of the failure reference plane is
given as:

hm � L cos βcr(tan βcr − tan θr) (3)

The rock strata were numbered from the slope toe, and the
rock stratum at the top of the slope is

m � int(Lc cos βcr − 0.5t
t

) + 1 (4)

where int is the rounding function.

Lc � cos θr
sin(βcr − cos θr)rhm (5)

Therefore, the height of any rock on the failure surface is:

hi � { hm + (m − i)(tan θr + tan βgr)t i≥m
hm − (m − i)(tan βcr − tan θr)t i<m (6)

where i is the rock number, hm is the height at the right of the top
rock stratum, t is the thickness of the rock stratum, β is the angle
of the surface normal, βc is the slope angle, βg is the natural slope
angle, θ is the angle between the horizontal plane and the sliding-
toppling zone, and η is the angle of the rock strata.

The self-weight of any rock above the failure surface is given as:

wi � γhjt (7)

hj � hi−1 + hi
2

(8)

where γ is the unit weight of the rock mass.

Analytical Method
To simplify the mechanical analysis of flexural toppling failure in
slope, the following assumptions were proposed based on the
mechanism of flexural toppling failure:

1) Failure mode zoning: The rock slop failure started from the
slope toe and the failure zones were divided into sliding,
overlap toppling, and cantilever toppling zones.

2) Reference failure surface: The failure surface of flexural toppling
failure of anti-dip rock slopes was a fold line. The boundary
between the overlap and cantilever toppling zones determined
the point of contra flexure; the failure was step-type above the
boundary and straight line-type below the boundary.

3) When the rocks in the sliding-toppling zone failed, the
interface and bottom of the adjacent rock layer met the
limit friction equilibrium conditions.

4) Taking the rock strata layer as the basic element, the force on the
layerwas simplified as a concentrated force on point χhi, χ ∈ (0, 1).

5) The safety factor of rock layers with failure potential was equal
to the safety factor of the slope.

FIGURE 3 | Limit equilibrium analysis of rock mass (A) Diagram of sliding
failure in stratum layer; (B) Diagram of toppling failure, #1 at slope toe under
horizontal pseudo-static load.

FIGURE 4 | Limit equilibrium analysis of rock mass shear failure below
stratum layer #i under horizontal pseudo-static load.
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Since the slope failure started at the slope toe, a stability
analysis procedure was performed from the slope toe to the top.

First, the limit equilibrium analysis of rock strata layer #1 at the
slope toe was carried out under the horizontal pseudo-static load
(F � kmg). The models are shown in Figure 3, where Q1 is the
tangential force between strata, Q1 � P1 tanφj (sliding failure) or
Q1 � T1 tanφj (toppling failure) (φj is the internal friction angle of
between strata),W1 is self-gravity, and S1 andN1 are the tangential
and normal forces at the bottom of the layer, respectively.

When the rock strata layer at the slope toe was analyzed
according to the shear-sliding failure mode, the limit equilibrium
analysis method was used to analyze the force along the failure
surface. When rock strata layer #1 experienced sliding failure, the
minimum force of rock strata layer #2 pushing on rock strata
layer #1 is given as:

P1 �
w1 cosθ(tanφ−FS tanθ)+ ct

cosθr
−F1 cosθ(Fs + tanθ tanφj)

Fs cosθr(1+ tanφj tanθr)+ tanφcosθr(tanθr − tanφj)
(9)

FS �
N1 tanφ + ct

cos θr

w1 sin θ + P1 cos θr + P1 tanφj sin θr + F1 cos θ
(10)

where FS is the safety factor of the slope, FS � total anti-sliding
force/total sliding force, c is the cohesion between the rock
masses, and φ is the internal friction angle of the rock.

The rock layer at the slope toe was analyzed according to
flexural toppling, and the rotating axis was at the center of the
bottom surface. According to the beam-plate bending theory, the
minimum force of rock strata layer #2 acts on rock strata layer #1
when rock layer #1 is toppled:

T1 �
(σtFS

+ w1 cos β−F sin β
t ) · 2It − w1 sin β · h12 − F cos β · h12

χh1 − t
2 tanφj

(11)

where σt is the tensile strength of the rock; and I is the polar
inertia moment of the rock per unit width, I � 1

12t
3.

Then, the failure mode of rock strata layer #1 at the slope toe is:

{P1 ≤T1 Shear slipping failure
P1 >T1 flexural toppling failure

(12)

Similarly, under the horizontal pseudo-static force, shear
sliding failure occurred below rock strata layer i. As shown in
Figure 4, the minimum force required from the upper rock strata
layers is given as:

P1 �
∑i

j�1wj cos θ(tanφ − FS tan θ) + ict
cos θr

−∑i
j�1Fj cos θ(Fs + tan θ tanφ)

FS cos θr(1 + tanφj tan θr) + tanφ cos θr(tan θr − tanφj)
(13)

Flexural toppling failure occurred below rock strata layer i
(Figure 5). The minimum force required from upper rock layers is:

Ti � 1

χh1 − t

2
tanφj

[min(Pi−1, Ti−1)(χhi−1 + t

2
tanφj) + (σt

FS

+ w1 cos β − Fi sin β
t

) · 2I
t
− w1 sin β · hj2 − Fi cos β · hj2 ]

(14)

It can be seen from the above two equations that when the rock
strata layers nst and nst+1 failed, the rock layer nst was the
boundary of the overlap toppling zone and the sliding zone,
the force of the upper rock strata layers should satisfy as:

{Pnst ≤Tnst

Pnst+1>Tnst+1
(15)

The mechanical model of the overlap toppling zone is shown
in Figure 6. For the rock layer to experience flexural toppling
failure, the minimum force required from the upper rock layers is:

Ti � 1

χh1 − t

2
tanφj

[Ti−1(χhi−1 + t

2
tanφj)

+(σt + w1 cos β − Fi sin β
t

) · 2I
t

−w1 sin β · hj2 − Fi cos β · hj2 ]
(16)

The boundary of the overlap toppling zone and cantilever
toppling zone (rock layer nct) is determined by the following
system of inequalities:

FIGURE 5 | Limit equilibrium analysis of rock mass toppling failure in
stratum layer #i under horizontal pseudo-static load.

FIGURE 6 | Limit equilibrium analysis of rock mass toppling failure above
stratum layer #i under horizontal pseudo-static load.
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{Tnct ≥ 0
Tnst+1< 0

(17)

If these inequalities are satisfied, the boundary range can be
determined.

After the rock layer in the sliding zone and the cantilever
toppling zone were damaged, a cantilever section appeared in the
trailing edge. There was no contact between the rock layer in the
cantilever toppling zone; hence, the interlayer force became zero
(Figure 7). The stability analysis was converted into an
“independent cantilever beam” problem. Lu et al. (Lu et al.,
2012) derived the equation of critical fracture depth of a single
rock layer based on the “independent cantilever beammodel.”On
this basis, a horizontal quasi-static force was applied in this study,
as shown in Figure 7, and the critical instability length was
obtained as follows:

hcr �
t cos β − k(3 cos β + t sin β) + �������������������������

t2 cos2 β + 12t sin βσt/γ + ξ(k)
√

6 sin β

(18)

where,

ξ(k) � k2(9 cos2 β + t2 sin2 β + 6t sin β cos β) + k(6t cos2 β
+ 2t2 sin β cos β) (19)

When the height of the rock layer in the cantilever toppling
zone was greater than hsr, a multi-level fracture may occur. When
the fracture depth of all rock layers was determined, the
midpoints of the last fracture surface of each rock layer were
connected to obtain the complete failure surface.

Determination of Slope Stability
An iterative calculation was carried out using Eqs. 13, 14
considering the slope toe to the slope top. The boundary of
the sliding zone and the overlap toppling zone was determined
using Eq. 15. Then, the force on the flexural toppling zone was
obtained using Eq. 16. If Eq. 17 is satisfied, the rock layer nct is
found. If Eq. 17 is not satisfied, there is no cantilever section, that
is, a force is needed for the failure of each rock layer. The last rock
layer needs additional external force F0 to meet the force
requirements. Since this external force does not exist for the

actual slope, it can be used to determine the slope stability as
represented in the equation below.

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
F0 > 0 (Unstable)
F0 � 0 (Limit equilibrium state)
F0 < 0 (Stablize)

(20)

where F0 is the minimum external force required for slope
failure, and

{Fi � min(Ti, Pi)
F0 � min(Fi) (21)

In summary, when F0 > 0, the slope is unstable; F0 � 0, the
slope is of the limit equilibrium state, and F0 < 0, the slope is
about to deform and fail. Where rock strata layers [1, nst] have
a sliding failure, rock strata layers [nst, nct] have overlap
toppling failure, and layer nct and above have cantilever
toppling failure.

Failure Surface Search
Based on the above mechanical analysis, the key parameter to
determining the failure surface is to find the angle θr between the
failure surface and the rock surface normal, as well as the two
boundary rock layers: 1) boundary of the sliding zone and the
overlap toppling zone nst, 2) boundary of the overlap toppling
zone and the cantilever toppling zone nct. Therefore, the safety
factor of the slope was determined first. Based on the geometric
slope model and mechanical analysis, the safety factor of the slope
is a function of the geometric parameters, mechanical parameters,
strength parameters, failure surface, and other loads of the slope:

FS � FS(H, βc, βg, γ, c,φ,φj, σt, t, θr, F) (22)

where F is other loads on the slope.
For a given slope, except for θr, all parameters are known;

hence, to calculate the slope and other parameters, the value of θr
is first determined.

FIGURE 7 | Critical instability length.

FIGURE 8 | Geometric description of the anti-dip rock slope model in
southern Anhui.
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The cut slope surface was set as the upper searching limit,
while the surface normal was the lower limit; therefore, the failure
surface could be obtained based on the condition of minimum FS.

Step 1: For a given initial θr0, the value of FS is changed using
the bisectionmethod. The values of FS, nst, and nct that cause slope
instability at θr0 when F0 � 0 are obtained, and the initial failure
surface is also obtained. A safety factor can also be obtained;
however, it is not necessarily the minimum value. Hence, the next
search is carried out as follows:

Step i: Similarly, for a given value θrs(θrs � θr0 + iΔθr), Δθr is
the calculation step length, and Fs is changed using the bisection
method. Then, the values of FSi, nst, and nct corresponding to θrs

at step I are obtained, and the failure surface of step i is
determined.

Final step: When the angle is θr, the corresponding FS reaches
the smallest value. Then θr is the angle of the failure surface, and
the FS, nst, and nct are the final boundary layers.

CASE ANALYSIS

To verify the reliability of the method proposed in this study, the
anti-dip rock slope in southern Anhui was taken as a case study.
The slope model is shown in Figure 8.

The slope model showed the following parameters: height H �
40.0m, distance between structural planes t� 1.0m, rock unit weight γ
� 27.0 kN/m³; natural slope βg � 0°, slope inclination βc� 55°, bedding
layer normal inclination β � 27°, the internal friction angle of the rock
mass φrock � 45° the layer internal friction angle φlayer � 18°; the rock
cohesion c � 0.10MPa, the tensile strength of the rock σt � 1.5MPa,
the elastic modulus E � 9.98 GPa; and the Poisson’s ratio υ � 0.30.

A horizontal quasi-static force F� 0.2 g was applied to the
slope, and the above search method was used to determine the
failure surface (Table 1). The critical instability length was
6.46 m, implying that a secondary fracture occurred in the
cantilever toppling zone, and the failure area increased
significantly. The failure surface is shown in Figure 9.

To further explore the influences of seismic load on the failure
of anti-dip rock slopes, the slope failure modes under different
seismic loads, i.e., 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 g were analyzed, and the
results are shown in Table 2. According to the results, the slope
failure surface and failure zone are identified in Figure 10. The
red, green, and blue areas are the sliding, overlap toppling, and
cantilever toppling zones, respectively.

With the increasing seismic load, the failure surface of the sliding-
toppling zone decreased significantly, and as the critical fracture
depth of the cantilever toppling zone decreased, the failure surface of
the cantilever toppling zone increased significantly. Moreover, as the
sliding zone increased, the overlap toppling zone decreased, and the
cantilever toppling zone consequently increased. The multi-level
fracture occurred when the seismic accelerationwas large. Therefore,
the stability of rock slopes decreased under seismic loads. As the
number of rock strata layers with overlap toppling failure decreased,
the number of rock layers with cantilever toppling and rock layers
with sliding failure increased. The axial stress of the rock block was
increased and became closer to reaching the tensile strength of the
rock block due to the influence of seismic force. Hence, combined
with the enhanced sliding potential of the sloping block, the
cantilever toppling rock increased significantly.

FIGURE 9 | Failure surface and instability zoning of the anti-dip rock
slope in southern Anhui (cantilever toppling zone; overlap toppling zone;
sliding zone).

TABLE 2 | Stability and zoning of the anti-dip rock slope in southern Anhui under different seismic loads.

Acceleration (g) Fs r (°) Sliding Overlap toppling Cantilever toppling hcr (m)

0.2 0.950 1.60 6 21 21 6.46
0.4 0.891 1.00 7 16 29 6.26
0.6 0.887 0.00 7 12 33 6.04
0.8 0.854 0.00 8 9 35 5.82
1 0.845 0.00 9 6 38 5.62

TABLE 1 | Calculation table of failure plane search of the south Anhui slope under
the action of a horizontal quasi-static force.

No. r Safety
coefficient Fs

First
boundary nst

Second
boundary nct

1 0.0 0.974 5 25
2 1.0 0.976 6 26
3 1.3 0.998 6 26
4 1.4 1.006 6 26
5 1.5 1.015 6 26
6 1.6 0.950 6 27
7 1.7 1.032 6 26
8 2.0 0.982 6 27
9 4.0 1.011 8 29
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, the pseudo-static method was used to establish the
mechanical model of an anti-dip rock slope, analyze the failure
mode andmechanism, explore the failure surface and evaluate the
stability of the slope under different seismic loads, and obtain the
following main conclusions:

1) The slope stability decreased under seismic load, and with the
increasing seismic load, the sliding area increased, whereas the
overlap toppling zone decreased.

2) The decrease in the critical fracture depth of the cantilever
toppling zone firstly increased the area of the cantilever
toppling zone, but the area finally decreased under a
significant strong earthquake scenario.

3) An increase in the number of rock layers with sliding failure
increased the number of rock layers with cantilever toppling

failure; in contrast, the number of rock layers with overlapping
toppling failure decreased.
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